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Abstract
Shubik (1959) initiates the literature on equilibrium point criteria in dynamic oligopoly models. Here,
we investigate the existence and structure of equilibrium points when players are risk averse. We
consider a sequential game in which each player maximizes the expected exponential utility of the
present value of the time stream of rewards. Let \> be the player's reward in period >, " the singleperiod discount factor, and -  ! parameterize risk sensitivity. We assume that the player wishes to
>"
maximize IÒ  /B:Ð  -D_
\> ÑÓ and give sufficient conditions for the existence of a Markovt=1 "

perfect equilibrium point. There are sets of sufficient conditions for a Markov-perfect equilibrium
point to be myopic, namely a sequence of equilibrium points of static games. The myopia results are
applied to a dynamic oligopoly model in which firms choose price and production quantities,
encounter stochastic demand, and hold inventories.
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1. Introduction
Beginning with Shubik (1959), equilibrium point criteria in the literature on dynamic oligopoly,
are risk-neutral; cf. Friedman (1977) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1986). More generally, the
literature on sequential games focuses on risk-neutral criteria. Sequential games encompass
models of many phenomena (Basar and Olsder, 1982). Starting with Shapley (1953), sequential
games have been shown to possess equilibrium points under increasingly general sufficient
conditions [Nowak (1992)] and there are numerous algorithms to compute them (Raghavan and
Filar, 1991). Typically, each player is modeled as wishing to optimize the expected value of the
sum of discounted rewards or the expected value of the limiting probability distribution of
rewards.
Abundant data confirm that individuals are typically risk sensitive in diverse dynamic
circumstances (Loewenstein et al., 2003). Also, risk-sensitive criteria are used in Shubik and
Thompson (1959) and Sanghvi (1978) which study stochastic processes induced by competing
decision makers. This paper establishes the existence and investigates the structure of
equilibrium points of sequential games in which players are risk-sensitive.
Except for the risk-sensitive criterion, the model is the same as an N-person nonzero-sum
sequential game with risk neutrality. The first half of the paper establishes the existence of
Markov-perfect (Markov for short) equilibria when rewards are bounded and the sequential
game is finite, i.e. there are finitely many states, actions, and players. See Pakes and McGuire
(1994, 2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2001) for recent research on Markov equilibria.
Equilibria exist among stationary strategies if a sequential game is risk-neutral (Fink, 1964), but
one must seek equilibria of risk-sensitive sequential games in the larger set of Markov strategies.
Let N œ Ö"ß ÞÞÞß R × be the set of players and for player 4 let \>4 be the reward in period >

>"
(> − \ œ Ö"ß #ß ÞÞÞ×), "4 − (0,1) be the discount factor, and F4 œ !_
t=1 "4 \>4 be the present

value of the rewards. We make two modeling choices that require jusification. First, player 4
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wishes to maximize IÒY4 ÐF4 ÑÓ in which Y4 Ð † Ñ is nonlinear. Second, Y4 Ð † Ñ is exponential,
namely

IÒY4 ÐF4 ÑÓ œ IÒ  /B: Ð  -4 F4 ÑÓ œ  IÒ# /B:Ð  -4 "4>" \>4 ÑÓ
_

(1)

>œ"

We call this the risk-sensitive discounted criterion.
An obvious alternative to representing preferences with an inter-period utility function
Y4 Ð † Ñ, as in ("), is to represent them with an intra-period utility function as in

_ >"
"4 ?4 Ð\>4 ÑÓ. However, weak sufficient conditions for the latter (Miyamoto and
IÒ! Dt=1
_

>œ"

Wakker, 1996) essentially imply risk neutrality, i.e., linearity of the intra-period utility function
(Sobel, 2004). A nonlinear inter-period utility function is less restrictive than a nonlinear intraperiod utility function.
An exponential utility function Y ÐBÑ œ  /-B , B − d, where -  ! parameterizes risksensitivity, induces a multiplicative reward structure (cf. (1)), and has desireable attributes. The
coefficient of absolute risk aversion,  Y ww ÎY w , is constant if and only if Y is linear or
exponential. Among risk-averse increasing functions (Y ww  ! and Y w  !), only the
exponential has a risk premium that is invariant with respect to wealth. (cf. Howard and
Matheson (1972), Rothblum (1975), Jaquette (1976), Denardo and Rothblum (1979), Bell
(1995), and Bell and Fishburn (2001)). Nowak (2004) analyzes the effects of an exponential
utility function in static noncooperative games and two-stage stochastic games of resource
extraction.
From a static perspective, it is apparent in (") that the effective risk parameter in period > is
-4 "4>" . Also, a Taylor series expansion of /B:Ð  -4 "4>" \>4 Ñ and |" |  " imply that the player
is less risk sensitive as > grows. The time varying attitude towards risk can be made stationary,
as usual, by enlarging the state space. In the original model, let W be the finite set of states with
=> the state in period >. In the model with an enlarged state space, the state in period t is Ò=> ;
("4>" -4 , 4 − N )Ó.
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The contraction mapping fixed point theorem plays an important role in theories of riskneutral discounted dynamic programming and discounted sequential games (Bellman, 1957;
Shapley, 1953; Blackwell, 1964; and Denardo, 1967). However, the mappings in risk-sensitive
dynamic programs and sequential games are nonexpansive rather than contractions (Chung and
Sobel, 1987 and Lemma 4). So the existence proof in §3 is more technical and relies on results
in §# and the Fan-Glicksberg extension of the Kakutani fixed point theorem (also employed by
Nowak, 2004). Until §5 the sample spaces of \>4 (for all > and 4) are embedded in a countable
subset of a compact set. So without loss of generality, the rewards are discrete and bounded.
The second half of the paper presents conditions for risk-sensitive sequential games to have
myopic equilibrium points. A particular dynamic oligopoly model is shown in §9 to satisfy the
conditions. A myopic equilibrium point is a sequence of equilibrium points of static games.
Myopia in a solution facilitates qualitative analysis and compution. Myopic solutions have been
identified for many risk-neutral dynamic optimization problems and some dynamic oligopoly
models (Arrow et al., 1958; Nerlove and Arrow, 1962; Veinott, 1965; Kirman and Sobel, 1974;
and Sobel, 1990a).
§2 develops properties of dynamic programs that are related to the decision problem faced by
one risk-sensitive player when the remaining players' decision rules are held constant. The
properties in §2 yield the existence of Markov equilibria in §3. §4 presents an over-arching
general condition for a risk-sensitive sequential game to have a myopic equilibrium point. §5
shows that the condition is satisfied when players' rewards are additively separable with respect
to state and action, and the dynamics depend only on players' actions. §6 shows that the overarching condition is satisfied if players' rewards and the expected dynamics are affine functions
of the state with constant coefficients. The dynamic oligopoly model in §7 satisfies the
conditions in §§5 and 6.
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2. Dynamic Program with Exponential Utility
The results in this section augment Chung and Sobel (1987), hereafter (CS), for dynamic
programs of a single decision maker with exponential inter-period utility. See White (1989) and
Sobel (1994) for references to the literature on risk-sensitive dynamic programming.
Suppressing the notational dependence on a player's identity, let \" ß \# ß ÞÞÞ be the sequence
of single period rewards in a Markov decision process with finite state space S and finite set of
feasible actions EÐ=Ñ when the state is = − W . The present value of the sequence of rewards is
>"
F œ !_
\> and the decision maker maximizes IÒY ÐFÑÓ œ IÐ  /-F Ñ.
>œ" "

As a consequence of the nonlinear reward structure it is insufficient to formulate the
optimization problem with separate marginal distributions, each conditional on the current state
and action, of the current reward and the subsequent state as is usually done with Markov
decision processes (CS). Thus, the data here are the same as in the corresponding risk-neutral
model augmented by the joint distributions and the value of the risk parameter -.
Let => and +> be the respective state and action in period > − ˆ ; let the conditional
distribution of \> , given => œ = and +> œ +, take values in a countable subset O of a compact
set (for all >, = and +); and let
+
:=45
œ T Ö=>" œ 4, \> œ 5 | => œ =, +> œ + }

Let -  !, ' œ W ‚ (!, -], and let =" œ = be the initial state.
This sequential decision process leads to a dynamic programming-like functional equation
with a value function on ' defined by
/ (=,)) œ =?: ÖIÐ  /)F l =" œ =Ñ×

Ð=ß )Ñ − '

(2)

The

supremum is over all policies, i.e. nonanticipative decision rules for choosing the sequence of
actions +" ,+# , . . . From (CS),
/ Ð=,)Ñ œ 7+B Ö  I Ò /)\" / Ð=# , ")Ñ l =" œ =, +" œ +Ó: + − EÐ=ÑÑ}×
+
œ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O :=45
/)5 / Ð4, ")Ñ: + − EÐ=Ñ×

(3)
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Let FÐ>Ñ œ !>4œ" " 4" \4 with F continuing to denote FÐ_Ñ. For Ð=,)Ñ − ' let
@! Ð † , † Ñ ´  " and define
@> Ð=,)Ñ œ =?: ÖIÐ  /)FÐ>Ñ l =" œ =Ñ×

> − \

(CS) show that
@> Ð=,)Ñ œ 7+B ÖIÒ/)\" @>" Ð=# ,")Ñ l =" œ =, +" œ a+: + − EÐ=Ñ×
+
œ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O :=45
/-5 @>" Ð4,")Ñ: + − EÐ=Ñ×

(4)

LEMMA 1. For each Ð=,)Ñ − ' , / Ð=, † Ñ is nondecreasing on (0,-] and @> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ @>" Ð=,)Ñ
Ð> − \ Ñ.
PROOF. Fix )  !. Since FÐ>Ñ

0 for all >,  " Ÿ @> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ ! for all =ß >, and ). Therefore,

 / Ÿ @! Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ @" Ð=,)Ñ where / denotes the W -vector with all components one. Induction
yields @> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ @>" Ð=,)Ñ.
+
+
In order to make explicit the dependence of the value function on {:=45
}, let : œ (:=45
,

= − W , 4 − W , + − EÐ=Ñ, 5 − O ), U œ {:: :

+
! and !4&W !5 &O :=45
œ ", for all = − W and

+ − EÐ=Ñ }, and write / Ð=,-,:Ñ for the dependence of the value function on : − U.

+
+
Let 3 be the following metric on U: 3Ð:ß <Ñ œ !=ß+ß4ß5 | :=45
- <=45
| (: − U, < − U). Let .

be the supremum metric on the set of bounded functions from ' to d .
LEMMA 2. For each Ð=,)Ñ − ' , / Ð=,) , † Ñ is continuous on U with the metrics 3 and . .
PROOF. A proof that @> Ð=,), † Ñ is continuous on U (for each >) begins with @! ´  ". Take
%  !, fix >, let $ œ %/Î>, and let ,5 œ .Ò@5 Ð † , † ,:Ñ,@5 Ð † , † ,: w Ñ] for 5 œ ",...,>. In order to show
that Ò@5 Ð=,),:Ñ  @5 Ð=,) ,:w ÑÓ < %5Î> for Ð=,)Ñ − ' , and 5 œ ", ..., >,
@5 Ð=,),:Ñ œ 7+B ÖIÒ/)\" @5" Ð=# ,"),;Ñ l =" œ =, +" œ +Ó: + − EÐ=Ñ×
+
œ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O :=45
/)5 @5" Ð4,"),:Ñ: + − EÐ=Ñ×

+
Ÿ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O :=45
/)5 Ò@5" Ð4,"),:w Ñ  ,5" Ó: + − EÐ=Ñ×

+
Ÿ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O :=45
/)5 @5" Ð4,"),:w ): + − EÐ=Ñ×  ,5"
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+ w
+ w
+
Ÿ 7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O Ò:=45
 l :=45
 :=45
lÓ /)5 Ò@5" Ð4,"),:w ÑÓ :

+ − EÐ=Ñ×  ,5"

+
+ w
Ÿ @5 Ð=,),:w Ñ  ,5"  7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O l :=45
 :=45
l / ) 5

† Ò  @5" Ð4,"),:w ÑÓ : + − EÐ=Ñ×

But !4&W !5 &O /)5 − Ò!ß "Ó, l@5" Ð4,"),:w Ñl Ÿ ", and ,! œ ! imply

+
+ w
@5 Ð=,),:Ñ  @5 Ð=,),:w Ñ Ÿ ,5"  7+B Ö!4&W !5 &O l :=45
 :=45
l: + − EÐ=Ñ×

< ,5"  %Î>, 5 œ "ß ÞÞÞß >.
So @5 Ð=,),:Ñ  @5 Ð=,),:w Ñ  5 %Î>, 5 œ ",...,>, with the corresponding lower bound obtained
similarly. Therefore, .Ò@> Ð=,) ,:Ñ,@> Ð=,) ,:w ÑÓ  %.
In order to prove that @> Ð=,)Ñ converges uniformly to / Ð=,)Ñ, (#) and ($) imply
/ Ð=,)Ñ œ =?:C ÖIC Ò  /B: Ð  )!>5œ" " 5" \5 Ñ

5"
† /B:Ð  )" > !_
\>5 Ñl=" œ =Ó×
5œ" "

5"
Let \5 − Ò!ß ?Ó and ¦ œ /B: Ò  )" > ?ÎÐ"  "ÑÓ; so /B: Ð  )" > !_
\>5 Ñ − Ò¦,"Ó and
5œ" "

@> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ / Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ ¦@> Ð=,)Ñ. Therefore, @> Ð=,)Ñ − Ò  "ß !Ó and ¦ Ÿ " imply
! Ÿ / Ð=,)Ñ  @> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ  Ð"  ¦Ñ@> Ð=,)Ñ Ÿ Ð"  ¦Ñ
So, / Ð=,)Ñ  @> Ð=,)Ñ < % if "  ¦ Ÿ %

and

"  ¦ Ÿ % <=> "  /B:Ò)?" > ÎÐ"  " ÑÓ Ÿ %
<=> " > Ÿ  ÒÐ"  " ÑÎ)?Ñ 691Ð"  %ÑÓ
whose right side depends on % but is invariant on U.

3. Existence of a Markov Equilibrium Point
For each 4 − N and = − W , let E4 Ð=Ñ be the nonempty set of feasible actions that player 4 can
take when the game is in state =. Let +>4 be the action taken by player 4 in period >, +> œ Ð+>4 ,
4 − N Ñ, and
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+
:=45
œ T Ö=>" œ 4, Ð\>" ,...,\>R Ñ œ 5 | => œ =, +> œ +×

Let Q ÐE4 Ð=ÑÑ denote the set of all probability measures on E4 Ð=Ñ and - œ Ð-4 , 4 − N Ñ. A
(randomized) policy for player 4 is a sequence C4 œ ÐC"4 , C#4 , ......Ñ in which, for each > − \ ,
C>4 Ð2> Ñ is a mapping that takes a value in Q ÐE4 Ð=> ÑÑ, i.e. a probability distribution on E4 Ð=t ),
for each partial history 2> œ ÒÐ-4 , 4 − N ), =" ,+" ,=# ,+# ,....,=>" ,+>" ,=> Ó. A strategy C œ ÐC4 ,
4
4 − N ) specifies a policy for each player. Then ?4 œ ‚ _
>œ" ‚ =&W Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ is the set of

randomized stationary (with respect to ' ) or randomized Markov (with respect to W ) policies for
player 4 and ? œ ‚ R
4œ" ?4 is the set of stationary (with respect to ' ) strategies. As usual, (<4 ,
C4 ) denotes ÐC" ,C# ,...,C4" ,<4 ,C4" ,...,CR ) where C œ ÐC" , C# , ....., C4 ,...., CR Ñ.
Let Z4 Ð=,-,CÑ œ IC Ð  /-4 F4 l =" œ =Ñ. A strategy C* œ ÐC*4 ; 4 − N ) is an equilibrium
point if
Z4 Ð=, ), C* Ñ

Z4 Ð=, ), <4 , C*4 )

for all Ð=,)Ñ − ^ , <4 , 4 − N

(5)

With this definition and the model's information structure, an equilibrium point is necessarily
subgame perfect. An equilibrium point is said to be Markov-perfect if it is subgame perfect and
consists of Markov strategies (Maskin and Tirole, 2001).
Theorem 1 in this section states that an equilibrium point exists that is stationary with
respect to the expanded state space. That is, player 4 in period > uses a (possibly) randomized
decision rule that may depend on => and (-4 "4>" , 4 − N ) but does not depend otherwise on > or
the elapsed history. Such a decision rule is Markov with respect to the original state space.
4
The set of player j's Markov policies is E4 œ ‚ _
>œ" ‚ =−W E Ð=ÑÞ A randomized action for

player 4 in state Ð=,)Ñ − ' corresponds to an element of ‚ =&W Q ÐEÐ4 Ð=ÑÑ. Let #^ denote the
cardinality of set ^ , let 7 œ 7+B Ö#E4 Ð=Ñ: = − W , 4 − N }×, and let J be the set of sequences of
7 numbers, each bounded above by one. Since Q ÐE4 Ð=ÑÑ § J for all 4 and =, the argument
_
4
R
_
below uses ‚ R
4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ § ‚ 4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W J .
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_
4
With the topology of weak convergence, ‚ R
4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ is a compact convex
_
topological subspace of ‚ R
4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W J which is a linear Hausdorff locally convex

topological space. The Fan-Glicksberg extension of the Kakutani fixed point theorem
[Glicksberg (1952)] is applied by constructing a point-to-set mapping on
_
?§ ‚R
4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W J . The proof is less technical than in Federgruen (1978) because the set

of actions here is finite rather than a compact metric space.
THEOREM 1. A finite sequential game with rewards in a countable subset of a compact set
and the risk-sensitive discounted criterion has an equilibrium point $ * − ?.
PROOF.

+
4
For . − ‚ _
>œ" Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ let :=45 Ð.Ñ œ I. Ð:=45 ) be the “expected" joint conditional

transition and reward probability when the players use the product measure . to choose their
actions in state =. For any 4 − N and $&?, let 94 Ð$ Ñ be the set of player 4's best responses. So
the elements of 94 Ð$ Ñ § ?4 satisfy

Z4 Ð=, ), $ Ñ œ =?: Ö!3ß5 /)54 :=45 Ð$4 , .ÑZ4 Ð3, " ‰ ) , $ Ñ:
4
.− ‚_
>œ" Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ×

(6)

where 5 œ Ð54 , 3 − N ), ) œ Ð)3 , 3 − J), and " ‰ ) À œ Ð"3 )3 , 3 − N Ñ.
The remainder of the theorem's proof consists of four observations.
LEMMA 3. 9: ? Ä 2? is a point to convex set mapping of a convex compact subset ? of
N
_
the linear Hausdorff locally convex topological space ‚ 4œ"
‚ >œ"
‚ =&W J into itself.

PROOF. The space of functions that map states Ð=,)Ñ into R -tuples of measures is
_
‚R
4œ" ‚ >œ" ‚ =&W J which is a linear Hausdorff locally convex topological space when

endowed with the product topology [Federgruen (1978) and Parthsarathy (1967)]. Since E4 Ð=Ñ
is finite for each = − W , ‚ =&W Q ÐE4 Ð=ÑÑ is compact and convex. Similarly, Tychonoff's
4
theorem yields compactness and convexity of ‚ _
>œ" ‚ =&W Q ÐE Ð=ÑÑ. Thus ? is a metrizable

subspace which is compact and convex.
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The second observation is that !3ß5 /)4 54 :=35 ( † ) takes values in Ò!,"Ó and is continuous on
‚ 4−N Q ÐE4 Ð=ÑÑ. Continuity is a consequence of uniformly bounded rewards and continuity of
convex combinations of every bounded denumerable set of real numbers on the simplex of
weights assigned to the numbers.
The third observation is that Lemma 2 implies that Z4 Ð=, ) , † Ñ is continuous on ? for 4 − N
and Ð=,)Ñ − ^ .
The next property completes the theorem's proof via the Fan-Glicksberg extension because
there exists $ * − ? such that $ * − 9Ð$ * Ñ.
LEMMA 4. 9 is upper semi-continuous and nonexpansive.
PROOF. Fix {$> }_
>œ" with $> − ? and 637 >Ä_ $> œ $ − ?. It follows that it is possible to
select (> − 9Ð$> Ñ for each > such that there exists ( − ? with ( œ 637>Ä_ (> . For each >, (>4 is
a best response for player 4 against Ð$> Ñ4 . In the optimality equation (6), substitute $> for $ and
(>4 for ( and let > Ä _. It follows that (4 (where ( = ((4 , 4 − N )) satisfies the optimality
equation for $ (4 − N , = − W ). It follows from (CS) that 9 is nonexpansive.

Existence of Equilibria under other Assumptions
If rewards take a continuum of values or take values in a countable set, then the results
remain valid if rewards are uniformly bounded and measurable. Since Theorem 1 already
assumes boundedness, the additional restriction is measurability.
A version of Theorem 1 can be established if W is countable, E4 Ð=Ñ is compact for each 4 and
=, and rewards are uniformly bounded. Define topologies on the states and actions as in
Federgruen (1978) and make corresponding continuity assumptions. It follows that there exists
an equilibrium point in ?.
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4. Myopic Equilibrium Points
The remainder of the paper concerns the structure of Markov equilibria rather than their
existence. So we no longer oblige the sequential game model to be finite. Let E= œ ‚ 4−N E4 Ð=Ñ,
G œ ÖÐ=ß +Ñ: + − E= , = − W×, E4 œ -=−W E4 Ð=Ñ, E œ ‚ 4−N E4 , and WÐ+Ñ œ Ö=: Ð=ß +Ñ − G }.

The following definition weakens the definition of an equilibrium point (5) to a subset of initial
states. A strategy C* œ (C*4 : 4 − N ) is an equilibrium point with respect to X © W if
Z4 Ð=, ), C* Ñ

Z4 Ð=, ), Ð.4 ,C*4 ÑÑ

for all .4 , 4 − N , = − X , 0  ) Ÿ -

(8)

This section assumes that there are independent random variables 0" , 0# , ..... such that 0> and
(=" ,+" ,...,=> ,+> ) are independent. In §7, 0> is the exogeneous “raw" demand in period >. In other
potential applications, 0> is the change in biomass in aquaculture (Sobel, 1990a) and the goodwill
depreciation rate in an oligopoly model with advertising decisions (Sobel, 1990b). Let @> denote
the sample space of 0> .
Suppose there exist #>4 : E Ä d (> − ˆ+ , 4 − N ) and 7: ^ Ä d such that
Z4 Ð=, -, $ Ñ œ 7Ð=, -Ñ ì I$|=" œ= Ö#_
>œ" @>4 Ð+> Ñ×
@>4 Ð+Ñ œ IÖ/B: Ò  -" >" #>4 Ð+,0> ÑÓ×

(9)
+−E

(10)

Note that 7Ð † ß † Ñ does not depend on $ . Let >> denote the one-period (static) game among the

players in N in which player 4 has available the set of moves E4 œ -=−W E4 Ð=Ñ and incurs the

cost @>4 Ð+Ñ when the players choose + − E. First we suppose for each > that >> has a pure strategy
equilibrium point +*> − E:
*
@>4 (+*> ) Ÿ @>4 Ð5 , +4
Ñ

Ð5 − E4 , 4 − N , > − ˆ+ Ñ

(11)

and that Ö+*> × is repeatable in the following sense:
T {Ö=>" − WÐ+*>" ) l => − WÐ+>* ), +> œ +>* × œ "

(> − ˆ+ )

(12)

*
If +> œ +*> then +>" œ +>"
is feasible (with probability one).

Let ! be a strategy that specifies +> œ +*t if => − WÐ+>* Ñ [ Í +>* − ‚ 4−N E4 Ð=Ñ ] and specifies

an arbitrary element of ‚ 3−N E4 Ð=Ñ if => Â WÐ+*> ). Let /4 Ð=,-4 ,$ Ñ œ I$|=" œ= Ò#_
>œ" @>4 Ð+> ÑÓ.
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THEOREM 2. Under assumptions (9), (11), and (12), ! is an equilibrium point with respect to
WÐ+*" ).
PROOF. If =" œ = − WÐ+*" Ñ, the players except 4 use their components of !, and 4 uses .4 , then
by (9)

>"
/4 Ò=,-4 ,(.4 ,!4 ÑÓ œ IÖ#_
>œ" /B: Ò  -4 "4 #>4 Ð+> ,0> ÑÓ×

>"
œ I(.4 ,!4 Ñ I0|.4 ,!4 Ö#_
>œ" /B: Ò  -4 "4 #>4 Ð+> ,0> ÑÓ×
>"
œ I(.4 ,!4 ) #_
>œ" I0 Ö/B: Ò  -4 "4 #>4 Ð+> ,0> ÑÓ×

4 *
œ I(.4 ,!4 ) #_
>œ" @>4 Ð+> ,+4 Ñ

*
I(.4 ,!4 ) #_
>œ" @>4 Ð+> Ñ œ /4 Ð=,-4 ,!Ñ

If =" − WÐ+*" Ñ, then (12) implies +> − E=> for all >.
Now we abandon the assumption that >> has a pure strategy equilibrium point +>* − E for
each >. If E is finite, from Nash (1950) for each > there is a randomized equilibrium point
(possibly with a degenerate probability distribution) a*> of >> , > − \ . Since finiteness is no
longer assumed, define EÐ>Ñ œ Ö+ − E: T Ö +*> œ +×  !×
and generalize (11) and (12):
>> has a (possibly randomized) equilibrium point +>*
P{=>" − ++−EÐ>"Ñ WÐ+Ñ | +*> œ +> × œ "

(> − \ )

> − \

(11')
(12')

Let ( be a strategy that specifies P{+> œ +} œ T Ö+*> œ +× if => − ++−EÐ>Ñ WÐ+Ñ and ( specifies an
arbitrary element of E=> if => Â ++−EÐ>Ñ WÐ+Ñ.

COROLLARY 1: Assumptions (9), (11'), and (12') imply that ( is an equilibrium point with
respect to ++−E= WÐ+Ñ.
"

5. Separable Rewards and Dynamics Depending only on Actions
This section shows that condition (9) is satisfied if the single period reward function is an
additively separable function of the state and action, and the dynamics depend only on the
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actions. These assumptions yield myopic equilibria in a risk-neutral sequential game (Sobel,
1981). For each > − \ and 4 − N suppose there are O>4 À E ‚ @> Ä ‘, P>4 À W Ä ‘ and
A8 À E ‚ @> Ä ‘ such that
\>4 œ O>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  P>4 Ð=> Ñ

(13)

=>" œ A> Ð+> ß 0> Ñ

(14)

Let
#>4 Ð+ß BÑ œ O>4 Ð+ß BÑ  " P>"ß4 ÒA> Ð+ß BÑÒ

+ − E, B − @

(15)

An expression for Z4 Ð=ß -ß $ Ñ analogous to (9) results from (13), (14), and (15).
LEMMA 5. The structure (13) and (14) implies

Z4 Ð=ß -ß $ Ñ œ  /B:Ò  -P"4 Ð=ÑÓ † I$|s1 œ= Ò#_
t=>œ" @>4 Ð+8 ÑÓ

(16)

PROOF. The substitution of (13) and (14) in
>"
F4 œ !_
\>4
>œ" "

yields

>"
>"
!_
\>4 œ !_
ÒO>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  P>4 Ð=> ÑÓ
>œ" "
>œ" "

>"
œ P"4 Ð=Ñ  !_
ÒO>4 (Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  " P>"ß4 ÒA> Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ
>œ" "
>"
#>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ
œ P"4 Ð=Ñ  !_
>œ" "

Then

>"
Z4 Ð=ß -ß $ Ñ œ IÒ  /B:Ò  -!_
\>4 ÑÓ
>œ" "

>"
œ IÖ  /B:Ò  -P"4 Ð=ÑÓ † /B:Ò  -!_
#>4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ×
>œ" "

>"
œ  /B:Ò  -P"4 Ð=ÑÓ † IÖ/B:Ò  -!_
#>4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ×
>œ" "

>"
œ  /B: Ò  -P"4 Ð=ÑÓ † IÖ#_
#>4 ÑÐ+> ß 0> ÑÓ
>œ" /B:Ò  -"

Let

K>4 Ð+ß BÑ œ /B: [Ò  -" >" #>4 Ð+ß BÑÓ

+ − E, B − @

Independence of +> and 0> yields

#_
IÖ#_
>œ" K>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ× œ IÖ+4 × IÖ04 l+4 × { >œ" K>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ×

œ IÖ+3 × IÖ04 × Ö#_
>œ" K>4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ×

(17)
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Independence of 0" , 0# , ... implies

#_
#_
I [#_
>œ" K>4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ œ IÖ+4 × Ö >œ" Ò IÖ04 × K>4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ× œ IÖ+4 × Ò >œ" @>4 Ð+> ÑÓ

The first term in (16) is invariant with respect to strategy $ .
COROLLARY 2. A sequential game with (13) and (14) satisfies (9). So
(a) Assumptions (11), (12), (13), and (14) imply that ! is an equilibrium point with respect to
WÐ+*" Ñ.
(b) Assumptions (11'), (12'), (13), and (14) imply that ( is an equilibrium point with respect to
++−EÐ= Ñ WÐ+Ñ.
"

6. Affine Structure
This section shows that condition (9) is satisfied if the single period reward function and the
expected dynamics are affine functions of the state with coefficients that are constant with respect
to the action + − E. The same assumptions yield myopic equilibria in a risk-neutral sequential
game (Sobel, 1990a) and are similar to those in Denardo and Rothblum (1983). Monahan and
Sobel (1995) apply the results in this section to a risk-sensitive oligopoly model with advertising
decisions.
Let d k‚n denote the set of 5 ‚ 8 matrices of real numbers. We assume that there are
P4 − ‘R ‚" , Q − ‘R ‚R , and for each + − E there are O4 Ð+ß 0> Ñ − ‘ and AÐ+ß 0> Ñ − ‘R ‚" such
that
\>4 œ O4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  P4 † =>
=>" œ AÐ+> ß 0> Ñ  Q † =>

(> − \ , 4 − N )

(18)

(> − \ )

(19)

For simplicity, assume that O4 , P4 , A, and Q are stationary with respect to >.
Let 7ÐQ Ñ denote the spectral radius of matrix Q and define
_4 œ ÒM  "4 Q ÐM  "4 Q Ñ" ÓP4
#4 Ð+ß BÑ œ O4 Ð+ß BÑ  "4 _4 ÐM  "4 Q Ñ" AÐ+ß BÑ

(+ − E, B − @)
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LEMMA 6. Assumptions (18), (19), and 7 ÐQ Ñ < "4" imply
>"
>"
!_
!_
>œ" "4 \>4 œ _4 =" 
>œ" "4 #4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ

>"
Z4 Ð=ß -4 ß $ Ñ œ  /B: Ò  -_4 =Ó † I$l=" œ= Ö#_
>œ" /B:Ò  -4 "4 #4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ×

PROOF.

>"
>"
!_
!_
>œ" "4 \>4 œ
>œ" "4 ÒO4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  P4 Ð=> ÑÓ

>"
>"
!_
œ P4 ="  !_
>œ" "4 O4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  "4
>œ" "4 P4 =>"

(20)
(21)

(22)

Let A> denote AÐ+> ß 0> Ñ. Then
=>" œ A>  Q =>
œ A>  Q ÐA>"  Q =>" Ñ
œ A>  Q A>"  Q # =>"

œ Q > ="  !>3œ" Q >3 A3

Substituting in (22) confirms (20):

>"
>"
!_
!_
>œ" "4 \>4 œ P4 =" 
>œ" "4 O4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ

>"
>
!>3œ" Q >3 A3 Ñ
 "4 !_
>œ" "4 P4 ÐQ =" 

>"
>
œ ÒP4  "4 P4 !_
>œ" "4 Q Ó="

>"
!>3œ" Q >3 A3 Ó
 !_
>œ" "4 ÒO4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  "4 P4

œ ÒP4  " P4 Q ÐM  " MQ Ñ" Ó="

>"
"
 !_
>œ" "4 ÒO4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  " P4 ÐM  " Q Ñ AÐ+> ß 0> ÑÓ

>"
Z4 Ð=ß -ß $ Ñ œ IÖ  /B:Ò  -4 !_
>œ" "4 \>4 Ó×

œ IÖ  /B:Š  -4 ÒP4 =  "4 P4 Q ÐM  " Q Ñ" =Ó‹

C"
† /B:Ò  -4 !_
ÒO3 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ  "4 P4 ÐM  "4 Q Ñ" AÐ+> ß 0> ÑÓ×
>œ" "4

>"
œ  /B: Ð  -4 _4 =Ñ † IÒ/B:  -4 !_
>œ" "4 #4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ

Higher-Order Models
In some applications it is natural to formulate models in which dynamics and rewards depend
directly on states and actions in earlier periods. Instead of (18) and (19), as in Sobel (1990b), we
assume that there are < − \ , functions O34 and A3 , vectors P34 , and matrices Q3 such that
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\>4 œ !<3œ" ÒO34 Ð+>3" , 0>3" Ñ  P34 † =>3" Ó

(18')

=>" œ !<3œ" ÒA3 Ð+>3" ß 0>3" Ñ  Q3 † =>3" Ó

(19')

It is surprising that a higher-order model can be analyzed with essentially the same effort as when
< œ ". Let prime denote transpose, =3 Ð+ß BÑ' œ ÐA3 Ð+ß BÑw , !ß ÞÞÞß !Ñ, and
Ô Q" Q# † † Q<" Q< ×
Ö M
!
† †
!
! Ù
Ö
Ù
M
†
!
! Ù
Ö !
ÀœÖ
Ù
†
†
†
† Ù
Ö †
Ö
Ù
†
†
†
†
Õ !
!
† †
M
! Ø
LEMMA (.

Assumptions (18'), (19'), and 7 Ð!<3œ" "43" Q3 )  " imply
>"
>"
!_
!_
>œ" "4 \>4 œ ¿4 
>œ" "4 #4 Ð+> ß 0> Ñ

(20')

where ¿4 is a function of =<# , ..., =" , +<# , ..., +! , 0<# , ..., 0! and
#4 Ð+ß BÑ œ !<3œ" "43" ÒO34 Ð+ß BÑ  "4 P4 ÐM  "4 ÀÑ" =M ÐEß \ÑÓ

(E − +, \ − @)

>"
Also, Z4 Ð=ß -4 ß $ Ñ œ  /B:Ò  -4 ¿4 Ó † I$l=" œ= Ö#_
>œ" /B:Ò  -4 "4 #4 Ð+> ß 0> ÑÓ×

(21')

PROOF. Use (18') and (19') in a sample path version of the proof of Lemma 1 in Sobel (1990b).

The first terms in (21) and (21'), respectively, are constant with respect to strategy $ and need
not be considered in an optimization. Also, (21) and (21') satisfy (9) with
7Ð=ß -4 Ñ œ  /B:Ð  -4 _4 =Ñ and 7Ð=ß -4 Ñ œ  /B:Ð  -4 ¿4 ), respectively, and (10) with #>4j
invariant with respect to >.
COROLLARY 3. [(18) and (19)] and [(18') and (19')] each satisfy (9). So:
(a) Assumptions (11), (12), (18), and (19) [respectively (18') and (19')] imply ! is an equilibrium
point with respect to WÐ+*" Ñ.
(b) Assumptions (11'), (12'), (18), and (19) [respectively (18') and (19')] imply that ( is an
equilibrium point with respect to ++−EÐ=" Ñ WÐ+Ñ.
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7. Dynamic Oligopoly with Inventories
The following oligopoly model is taken from Kirman and Sobel (1974). If R œ " and
dependence on price is suppressed, it is a dynamic version of the classical "newsvendor" model
[Porteus (1990)]. At the beginning of each period t, R firms make simultaneous pricing and
production decisions. Let D>4 and 3>4

0 be firm j's production quantity and announced price,

respectively, in period t. Let stj be firm 4's inventory level at the onset of period t. Assume that
production occurs in less than one period; so the total quantity of goods that is available to satisfy
demand in period > is C>4 œ =>4  D>4 . Let +>4 œ ÐC>4 , 3>4 Ñ, let H>4 be the nonnegative demand for
firm 4's goods during period >, and let => œ Ð=>" , ..., =>R Ñ, D> œ ÐD >" , ..., D>R Ñ, 3> œ Ð3>" , ..., 3>R ),
Ct œ ÐC>" , ..., C>R Ñ, +t œ Ð+>" , ..., +>R Ñ, and H> œ ÐH>" , ..., H>R Ñ. So C> œ =t  D> and D>
corresponds to C>

!

=> . Under the assumption that excess demand is backlogged,
=>" œ =>  D>  H> œ C>  H>

(23)

If =>4 < 0 then firm 4 owes |=>4 | to its consumers. The vector of "realized" demands
H> œ :Ð+> ß ,0> Ñ can depend on +> and a nonnegative random vector 0> of "raw" demand. For
example, H> œ Ð.!4  0>4 3>4 Ñ . Assume that 0> and Ð=" , +" , H" ,..., => , +> Ñ are mutually
independent and that 0" , 0# , ... are independent random variables (or vectors). Therefore, for any
realization of +" , +# , ..., it follows that H" , H# , are conditionally independent.
Let firm 4's profit in period > be
\>4 œ 14 ÐC> , 3> , 0t Ñ  -4 D>4
in which -4 is the constant unit production cost and 14 is the revenue net of inventory-related
costs. For example,
14 ÐC> ß 3> ß 0> ) œ 3tj † 7+BÖC>4 , :ÐC> , 3> , 0> Ñ×
 -"4 † ÒC>4  :ÐC> , 3> , 0> ÑÓ+  -#4 † Ò:ÐC> , 3> , 0> Ñ  C>4 Ó+

(24)
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Substituting +> œ ÐC>4 , 3>4 Ñ and D>4 œ C>4  =>4 shows that (24) satisfies (13) with
O>4 Ð+ß BÑ œ 14 ÒÐC,3Ñ,:Ð+ß BÑÓ  -4 C4 and P>4 Ð=Ñ œ -4 =4 . Also, (23) satisfies (14) with
AÒÐC,3Ñ,=Ó œ C>4  :ÒÐC ,3),=Ó.
The decision variables and inventory levels are constrained to lie in compact sets with the
following assumption: there are scalars ," , ,# , ,$ , and ,% such that ," Ÿ C>4 Ÿ ,# , 0 Ÿ 3>4 Ÿ ,$ ,
and T ÖH>4 Ÿ ,% × œ " for all > and 4.
From Lemma 1, this structure satisfies (9) because it satisfies (13) and (14). If assumptions
(11) and (12) are satisfied too, then Corollary 2 asserts the existence of a myopic deterministic
equilibrium point {a*t }.
PROPOSITION 1. If 14 Ð † , BÑ and :4 Ð † , BÑ are continuous on E and 14 Ð † , 34 , +4 , BÑ is
concave on E for each B − @, 34 , and +4 , then >> has an equilibrium point in which C4 is
unrandomized (4 − N ß > − \ ).
PROOF. Debreu (1952).
*
Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, let C>* œ ÐC>4
, 4 − N ) be the unrandomized order-up-to

levels included in an equilibrium point for >> . Repeatability (12) is ensured by the following
condition on demand bounds in Veinott (1965).
PROPOSITION 2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, for each t let 7> satisfy
T ÖH>

*
7> × œ ". If =" Ÿ C"* and C>"

PROOF. T ÖH>
T ÖHt

*
7> × œ " and C>"

C>*  7> for all >, then C> œ C>* is feasible for all >
C>*  7> imply

*
*
C>*  C>"
× œ T ÖC>*  H> Ÿ C>"
×œ"

Propositions 1 and 2 greatly simplify Bouakiz and Sobel (1992) by yielding unrestrictive
sufficient conditions for that model to have a myopic optimum. They use an inductive argument
to establish the existence of an optimal base-stock policy in a dynamic "newsvendor" model with
an exponential inter-period utility criterion.
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Let >(-" >" ) denote >> and let {+>* } be the static equilibrium points (possibly randomizing 34> )
whose existence is asserted by Proposition 1. The feasibility of +> œ +>* for all > might be studied
via the behavior of the sets of equilibrium points of >()) for ) − (0,-]. This is an issue of the
dependence of the sets of equilibrium points on the values of a parameter in the game. The
results in Topkis (1998) (also, cf. Lippman et al., 1987 and Milgrom and Roberts, 1990) may be
useful to show for each 8 that >(-" >" ) has least and greatest equilibrium points and that each is
monotone with respect to 8.
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